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THE ECONOMICS OF EGYPT’S
RISING AUTHORITARIAN ORDER
A M R A D LY

Egypt’s economy is in crisis as the new military-backed regime seeks to reestablish
its authority. Fiscal restructuring and austerity measures are necessary to spur
economic recovery, but they may be politically difficult to pass at this time. The new
regime, therefore, will have to broaden its base and forge a more inclusive coalition of
supporters in order to stabilize Egypt, retain power, and restore economic growth.

Years of political turmoil following the
overthrow of then Egyptian president Hosni
Mubarak in 2011 have exacerbated many of
the country’s economic problems.



Annual rates of growth have declined and
there has been massive capital flight, which
has worsened budget, balance of payment,
and foreign reserve deficits.



Despite the need for austerity measures, the
leadership may not take those unpopular
steps because they could undermine support
for the new regime.
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The government, funded by its Arab Gulf
allies, has already enacted two stimulus plans
to generate employment and tackle other
challenges. Most of these projects target
the lower middle class and urban poor by
providing low-income housing or pouring
money into the modernization of slums in
large urban centers.
It is unlikely that the new regime will continue
to pursue a populist approach that entails
providing economic entitlements while
political liberties and rights are revoked.

The Difficult Path Ahead



The country’s fiscal problems are not necessarily unmanageable. If the Egyptian economy resumes
growth following the ascendency of Abdel Fattah el-Sisi to the presidency, fiscal restructuring can
proceed with bearable political cost.



If domestic and foreign investment recover, generating higher rates of growth after three years of
virtual recession is possible.



No investor, regardless of nationality, would put money into an ailing economy in a politically
unstable country. Because of this, the Egyptian government and its Arab Gulf allies will have to
continue massive stimulus projects to kickstart growth and attract investors.



Most of these projects will have a trickle-down effect, with money flowing from the military,
the direct recipient of Gulf funds, to small- and medium-sized enterprises. They may be the
first in a series of measures targeting these enterprises as part of a strategy to create a broader
base of support.
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But forging a more inclusive coalition requires more than trickle-down processes. The government
will have to reconfigure—if not partially undo—the cronyistic networks inherited from the
Mubarak era.

Arab Spring in Egypt and Tunisia.
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